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I

INTRODUCTION

It is on© of the greatest paradoxes in the history of 

English literature that a country most conservative should have 

had a poet of the revolution. And it is even more paradoxical to 

think that England, so thoroughly established in the conservatism 

of her nobility, should have had one of her aristocrats, a member 

of a noble house which was able to trace its lineage back to the 

days of the Norman Conquest, become the favorite poet of anarchy 

and rebellion and of men in revolt against the religious and the 

moral and the social standards of God and man.

Europe learned from Lord George Noel Gordon Byron, the

anarchistic poet, much of England and her literature. His anarchy
»

had at least this good effect, even though the author had never 

intended this to be the fruit of his actions and writings*

During Byron’s lifetime and even after his death, the 

English, to a great extent, banished his ideas and biography*

Even to this very day we have men of letters writing most eulo- 

gistically about him and others again damning the author and his 

works. Both classes of writers in my estimation are wrong. For 

Byron possessed good and bad qualities in his writings and in 

his character. It rests with the discreet reader to enjoy this
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poet’s better inspirations and to eschew those which are harm

ful. His works are a mixture of the beautiful and the damned.

A strange mixture this 1

On reading Moore’s Life of Lord Byron, one understands 

more clearly the important role heredity and environment played 

in this unfortunate rebel’s life. A violent and madly sensitive 

soul predisposed Byron during his entire lifetime to fight 

against the society from which he came. His life was a sad and 

dark story, reading like a fictional work and disposing the 

student to understand more sympathetically the Byronic paradox, 

so similar to that of Prometheus Bound.

Byron had what men envied and longed for - bodily come

liness, a mind of genius, and nobility of station in life. Yet 

he did not know how to use these gifts for his betterment. We

might apply to him the fairy tale by which the mother of the
*

prince regent of France, the Duchess of Orleans, accounted for 

the evil life of her unfortunate son. At his birth, we are told, 

three fairies were invited to give him gifts. They brought to 

him many blessings, but the uninvited culprit fay appeared and 

mixed a curse with all these blessings. And so all the evil *
came#

That story' applies to Byron. He was born into a house 

ancient and noble but impoverished and degraded by a raving and 

misanthropical uncle and a reprehensible and roistering father.
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The father lived like a madman, abusing his wife and ruining his 

estate. His last years were passed in exile in France,

Unfortunate was our poet’s treatment by his strangely 

temperamental mother. She would change from the mood of rage to 

the mood of over-tenderness. One moment she fondled her lame 

son and later her fury would drive her to call him "a lame brat." 

This drove the small boy to recrimination and hypersensitiveness. 

No wonder he was a spoiled child of nature, of fame, of fortune, 

of society.

As the boy grew into manhood, his hatred for his mother

became very marked. He called her the "lioness." He wrote,

Ghilde Harold had a mother - not forgot,
Though parting from that mother he did shun.1

Hating his mother because he attributed to her the cause

of his lameness, Byron often openly insulted her. His attitude

was similar to that of the Kaiser of Germany. Both were of the

same mind about the cause of their physical disabilities. Byron

hated society because it pitied him; he hated religion because

his Calvinistic training led him to believe that he was damned

even in this life; he hated men of strong bodies because his was
/

not strong. He hated everything and at times even hated himself. 

Hate, the handmaid of pride, was always with him and this it was 

that led him in his poetry to attack religion, society, and

1. Byron, Childe Harold, Canto I, stanza X.
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morality.

The psychologist finds a fertile field for his study in 

our poet’s life and works. Byron bears a likeness to Oswald 

Alving in Ibsen’s Ghosts. Here the student has a parallel study 

affording much interest.

Like "Wordsworth, Byron studied only the poetical side of 

the debacle across the English channel. He was won over by the 

cry of "Liberty and equality." And even though Byron did not 

write An Ode to Duty, yet his poems were instrumental in attract

ing the attention of the continental countries to the revolution

ary policies expressed in the "liberated" in England. He accom

plished at least that good work.

Byron it was who made ineffectual the anathema which

Voltaire had hurled at Shakespeare. "He led the genius of

Britain on a pilgrimage throughout Europe." George Sand wrote

of him in the preface to Obermann,

En meme temps que les institutions et les coutumes la 
littérature anglaise passa le détroit, et vint régner 
chez nous. La poesie britannique nous révéla le doute 
incarne sous la figure de Byron; puis la littérature 
allemande, quoique pens mystique, nous conduisit en ? 
même résultat par un sentiment de rêverie plus profond.

S

Since 1830 to the present, the number of translations 

that have appeared in Germany proves the coincidence of Byronic 

influence with the revolutionary movement in that country, both 2

2. George Sand, Preface to Obermann, 10.
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in a political and in a literary manner. The German critics and 

biographers of Byron are many and sympathetic. To many of the 

Germans he was just a little below Goethe in his poetical genius. 

The latter statement is, in my estimation, extravagant. The note 

of social anarchism is about all we note in the way of similarity 

in these two poets.

At the age of twenty-four Byron published the first two

cantos of Ghilde Harold♦s Pilgrimage and became a world-famous

poet. This work dazzled the reading public, who enjoyed the

passionate energy, the adventure, the graphic and picturesque

descriptions of historical places. These two cantos suggest the

beginning of Byron’s philosophy of life. Here it is that he

advocates unrestrained individualism and absolute freedom. Here

it is that he pits man against nature and chooses the melancholy

solitude and charm of nature, scorning thereby, as he thought,
*

the companionship of man. He wrote about this mood,

To sit on rocks, to muse o’er flood and fell,

This is not solitude; ’tis but to hold 
Converse with Nature’s _charms, and view her stores 

unroll’d.

But ’midst the crowd, the hum, the shock of men,
To hear, to see, to feel, and to possess,
And. roam along, the world’s tired denizen,
With none who bless us, none whom we can bless;
Minions of splendour shrinking from distress J 
None that, with kindred consciousness endued,
If we were not, would seem to smile the less 
Of all that flatter’d, follow’d, sought, and sued;
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This is to be alone; this, this is solitude!

As Patroclus in the Iliad, so was Byron. He was a 

fighter in life and caused others to fight over him after his 

death. Goethe called him ’’the greatest talent of the century." 

Carlyle thought of him "as a sulky dandy." Maszini, the Italian 

revolutionist, compared him to Prometheus, while Castelar, the 

Spanish Republican, compared him to the Prophet Jeremiah. The 

English poet laureate, Southey, compared him to Moloch, Belial, 

and Satan and was responsible for calling Byron’s school the 

"Satanic School." Taine said that Wordsworth and Scott seemed 

"poor and gloomy" beside him. Scherer, the penetrating French 

critic, saw in Byron "remarkable ability." Landor condemned his 

immorality. John Drinkwater, one of his more recent biographers, 

calls Byron a rake, a rebel, an iconoclast, something of a moun

tebank, a cynic of deadly aim, and an unashamed egotist.* Andre
*

Maurois neither condemns nor exculpates Byron. So we see that 

even after death Byron and his spirit of rebellion lived in the 

violent and contradictory judgments of his biographers. None 

of the above irreconcilable extremes is satisfying. They lead 

the reader into a vertigo.

Byron’s cynical and satirical attitude towards women is

•2

3. Byron, Childe Harold, Canto II, stanzas XXV,XXYI.

4. J. Drinkwater, The Pilgrim of Eternity, 46.
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clearly expressed in the first two cantos of Childe Harold’s

Pilgrimage where he says,

Yea, none did love him - not his lemans dear - 
But pomp and power alone are woman’s care,
And where these are light Eros finds a fere;
Maidens, like moths, are ever caught by glare,
And Mammon wins his way where seraphs might despair."

Byron, like his friend Shelley, was an innovator, with 

his innovations springing from his own moods and the fever of the 

times. His emotionalism is patent in the first two cantos of the 

Childe Harold where romance, strong love of nature, and freedom 

also appear. But in his later works intellectual qualities come 

to the front. There he displays how contact with the rational

istic and the sceptical spirit of the eighteenth century influenced 

his rebellious nature, disillusioning and changing him into the 

satirical writer of Don Juan.

II

BUDDING REBELLION

The poems, Hours of Idleness, published while he was still 

an undergraduate at Cambridge were the the occasion of a sturdy 

criticism from the Edinburgh Review. This criticism piqued the 

pride of the young nobleman, who drank several bottles of wine

5. Byron, Childe Harold, Canto I, stanza IX
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and then answered the re-viewers* All the venom and spleen of

Pope’s Dunciad is to be found in this work called “Engl ish Bards

and Scotch Reviewers» He wrote,

"When vice triumphant holds her sovereign sway,
And men, through life her willing slaves, obeyj 
When Folly, frequent harbinger of crime,
Unfolds her motley store to suit the time;
Vi/hen knaves and fools combined o’er all prevail,
When Justice halts, and Right begins to fail,
E ’en then the boldest start from public sneers,
Afraid of shame, unknown to other fears,
More darkly sin, by Satire kept in awe, .
And shrink from ridicule, though not from law.

The public of 1808-9 enjoyed seeing the professional 

critic burned by his own fire. And how much did Byron regret 

later on the lines he wrote in the satire on Scott, who soon 

after was to become his friend. For Jeffrey, the reviewer, he 

had nothing but the sharpest words. Here, as in many of his 

other judgments, Byron was wrong. For it was not Francis Jeffrey 

who wrote the criticism but'rather a young man in his thirties by 

the name of Mr. Brougham and a lesser member of the Edinburgh 

staff. Yet Byron was determined that it was Jeffrey and he never 

forgave the man who was innocent of all these charges.

In the postscript to English Bards and Scotch Reviewers
*

Byron wrote of Jeffrey,

. . .  the Edinburgh Reviewers, are preparing a most 
vehement critique on my poor, gentle, unresisting muse.

1. Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, stanza III.
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whom they have already so bedeviled with their un
godly ribaldry:

’Tantaene animis coelestibus iraej'
........  My northern friends have accused me, with
justice, of personality towards their great literary 
Anthropophagus, JEFFREY: but what else was to be 
done with him and his dirty pack, who feed »by lying 
and slandering,* and slake their thirst by 'evil- 
speaking?»*

- English Bards and Scotch Reviewers was published anony

mously about the time Byron was ready to leave England. Shortly 

after returning again to England, Byron published the second 

edition of this work and reveled in attacking the fashionable 

"haute monde" of London. This society he knew well. He hated it 

for its capricious manner in dealing with himself. He remembered 

how it had fondled him as its petted darling; how the nobility 

had fawned on the noble poet; how he had been worshipped with an 

irrational idolatry. Then came the change of all this into the 

persecution and irrational fury. He remembered the quarrel 

between himself and his wife; the expose of his immoral life; his 

escapades at his ancestral Hewstead Abbey. All these things 

caused the British public in a fit of morality to denounce the 

one they had formerly praised. Society to save "its face", to 

use an Oriental expression, determined of a sudden to outlaw' 

Byron and all other libertines through whom the laws of religion 

and decency had been violated. That, of course, should have been 2

2. Byron, Postscript to English Bards and Scotch 
Re vievrers .
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done a long time before this. Determined to teach the necessity

of remembering the importance of domestic ties, society singled

out Byron as an expiatory sacrifice. To all this he replied,

And every brother rake will smile to see 
That miracle, a moralist, in me.
No matter - when some bard, in virtue strong,
GIFFORD perchance, shall raise the chastening song,
Then sleep my pen for ever I and my voice 
Be only heard to hail him and rejoice;
Rejoice, and yield my feeble praise; though I 
May feel the lash that virtue must apply.3 4 5

In the same work Byron terms Francis Jeffrey, one of thb

judges of the court of Sessions in Scotland and an able literary

critic, one who has taken the place of Satan in the world. He

tells us Jeffrey’s heart is as black as Satan's and that he is
4

a worthy follower of his master. In this scathing criticism of 

the law and the custodian of the law, Byron gives us, though he 

is unaware of the fact, a true picture of himself. He was more 

worthy of taking Satan’s plape than the man he so unjustly 

maligned.

George Saintsbury tells us,

The chief of these gifts is criticism - a department 
in -which Byron, for all his shrewdness, simply does 
not count, because of the waywardness, egotism, and 
personal prejudice, which tinge every one of his 
critical utterances, eulogistic or depreciatory.®

3. Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, lines 681-8.

4. Ibid., line 435.

5. George Saintsbury, A History of Criticism, III, 110.
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His criticism was too subjective. Satire must not be 

wrong-headed or biased. We find both in Byron’s satire. And 

ignorance cannot excuse a poet, even though young, from calling 

Wordsworth vulgar and Mthe idiot in his glory";6 Lambe, an
7admirer of Wordsworth, of all but "childish prattle void";

8Southey, the "ballad monger"; Coleridge, "the bard who soars to 

elegize an ass";^ and Bums, inferior to little known Gifford. 

Equally difficult is it for us to understand Byron’s enthusiasm 

for such inferior poets as Campbell, Rogers, Macneil, Shee, and 

Wright.

Byron’s colossal egotism demanded more than the world was

willing to give him. YJhen he was disappointed with the just

criticism of his work, he turned as an infuriated child does and

struck out right and left. And as a child repents after an

outburst of passion, so too did Byron, with perhaps the exception
»

of his hated foe, Southey. We shall have occasion to speak of 

the enmity between Byron and Southey later on when dealing with 

The Vision of Judgment.

6. Byron, English Bards and Scotch Reviewers, line 247.

7. Ibid., line 888.

8. Ibid., line 196.

9. Ibid., line 256.
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Byron was imbued with the idea of liberating nations 

under the dominion of tyrants. To him England seemed restless 

under the political parties who, according to Byron’s way of 

thinking, were enslaving the masses. His ideas of revolution and 

anarchy were transitory and inadequate - the ideas of a poet. We 

know that a rebellion does not live on forever. It has its place 

at times in the evolution of the politics of certain countries, 

but often serves no other purpose. The English were pleased with 

the freedom of thought of the nineteenth century. And Byron was 

a child of this age. His poetry is the poetry of complaint and 

the poetry of praise in relation to revolt. He could not forget 

the French revolution and all it represented. This self- 

consciousness of anarchy led him to seek an outlet against society, 

religion, and morals through the medium of poetry both lyrical 

and dramatic.
*

Today in the few books written about Byron we perceive 

that more space and time are devoted to the mysteries of his life, 

its virtue and its wickedness, than to the verse he wrote. Of 

course, it is proper and helpful to understand something of the 

life and manners of the poet we are reading and studying. All 

this helps to a better evaluation of the man and his works. But 

to be too biased in one’s opinion leads to the distortion of fact 

and to wrong-headed deductions. This has been the fate of many 

who have written about Byron. Even the more recent biographies,
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those of Drinkwater and Maurois and Chew, do not give a true 

picture of the man. The daubs on their canvases present only 

certain angles of their subject. To me it appears that most of 

Byron’s ideas should be studied from his works and that should 

be done with great discretion.

Ill

THE LIBERAL

It is a fact that Byron was a rebel by nature and doubt

less this rebellious strain in his blood was one of the forces 

which drew him towards that other famous archrebel. Shelley, whom 

he visited at Florence and whom he admired and praised with the 

utmost warmth. How he lamented the death of Shelley and how he 

grieved when the body of the drowned poet was cremated on the 

shores of the Bay of SpezziaJ (Modern research has it that Shelley 

committed suicide.) Another great liberator and rebel was dead, 

so Byron thought. To preserve some relic for posterity, he had 

Shelley’s heart cut out for preservation. An appreciation of this

rebellious element in Byron helps to explain the revolution which
/

he began and carried out against the social order of things.

His contempt for public opinion and his braggadocio are 

shown in many of his poems, especially in Don Juan. In reference 

to this poem Lockhart writes,

• • • instead of being warned or checked by public
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opinion, it roused him to go on in a worse strain, 
aa if he said, ’Ay, you don’t like it, well, you 
shall have something worse for your pain,

His actions did not belie his words.

To prove he was a man of his word, Byron went to Venice 

in 1812 and filled his house with every type of conspirator. As 

an open protest against the Puritan society of England, he steeped 

himself in every form of the voluptuous Italian debauchery for 

which he had been so acrimoniously censured while he was in England, 

It was at this time that the famous liaison with the young Countess 

Guiccioli took place. Teresa Guiccioli was the young wife of an 

old nobleman. When Byron met her she was just twenty and the new 

wife of Count Guiccioli. To me she has always appeared as does 

Pompilia in Browning’s The Ring and the Book. Teresa was, how

ever, in one important respect far different from Pompilia - she

did not possess the purity of Browning’s immortal heroine.
*

John Drinkwater defends, after a fashion, this liaison by

saying that Byron’s contact with the Countess solved in same
2

measure his difficulties for the next four years. Another proof 

that this intimacy was a good influence on Byron’s life, as even

his most severe detractors will agree, was the work our poet/
accomplished -while in the company of the Countess, Perhaps never

1. J.B. Lockhart, Life of Walter Scott, VII, 323.

2. J. Drinkwater, The Pilgrim of Eternity, 288.
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before or after did he love a woman as he loved the Countess.

During the years of this friendship were published:

Manfred, October 1816-17, 1400 lines.

The Lament of Tasso, April 1817, 250 lines.

Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, Canto IV, 1817, 1700 lines.

Beppo, September-October 1817, 800 lines.

Ode on Venice, July 1818, 160 lines.

Mazeppa, 1818, 870 lines.

Don Juan, Cantos I-II, September 1818-July 1819, 3,640 lines. 

Within two and one-half years Byron wrote nearly nine 

thousand lines of verse.

The restless spirit of Byron was doomed to remain un

satisfied. Pleasure he had had in every form. After every debauch, 

he became introspective and was disgusted with his moral depravity.

In spite of it all, he returned to the new depravity with even
*

greater zest. His disgust is pathetically expressed in Childe

Harold*s Pilgrimage in the following stanza,

We wither from our youth, we gasp away -
Sick - sick; unfound the boon - unslaked the thirst.
Though to the last, in verge of our decay,
Some phantom lures, such as we sought at first -
But all too late, - so are we doubly curst. ,
Love, fame, ambition, avarice - *tis the same,
Each idle - and all ill - and none the worst - 
For all are meteors with a different name, ^
And death the sable smoke where vanishes the flame.

3. Byron, Childe Harold, Canto IV, Stanza CXXIV.
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The passage just quoted shows Byron in one of his many 

melancholic moods. It was only in his poetry that he had design. 

In the other side of his life, he drifted aimlessly.

It is strange that the power of genius, as in Byron's 

case, distracts some readers from the crime in the man's life.

It became the fashion in England and on the Continent with some 

to ape this roue"" in his spirit of freedom. Today this would be 

called the spirit of the liberated. This spirit was rampant in 

both Oxford and Cambridge in Byron's time. His was a distorted 

genius. We know that genius cannot be separated from reason and 

from order. We know that falsehood and disorder cannot be pre

dominant. We cannot think of a man of genius as if he had only 

sins. We cannot cut a man in two to take the good and leave the 

bad. This cannot be done with Byron's anarchy, for his genius

was not impersonal; it was a vital part of his existence. As
»

such, many points of disorder in Cain, Manfred, Childe Harold, 

Mazeppa, Giaour, and Don Juan cannot be palliated. We cannot * *

divorce mora-lity from literature.

In Byron’s poetry we have the chronicle of his soul in

revolt. He lays bare his soul to our view and leaves himself to*
our opinions. His frankness appeals to those of the same dis

position; thus, he has always had a vogue. But by the better- 

minded readers, many of his works in totality and others in part, 

should be left unread.
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Byron’s poetry suffers from the serious note of self- 

consciousness, His method of composing a drama is entirely un- 

dramatic. The situation is never chosen in his works merely for 

action, but rather for the fact that it gives Byron an opportunity 

to exhibit certain special characters, sentiments, and descriptions

which are pleasing to himself. Most of his characters, as in the
*

case of Cain, Manfred, Lara, Conrad, and Don Juan, are merely Byron 

under the disguise of a very light veneer. His motive of justify

ing his anarchy is always before him. This effort is most patent 

in all of his works. They are nothing more than the externalized 

reflections of the poet himself.

In 1821 Byron took possession of the Lanfranchi palace 

situated on the banks of the Arno. It had been leased for him 

by Shelley, Drinkwater gives a perfect word picture of this

palace. Since it was the habitat in which so many of Byron's
»

revolutionary policies were born, we shall allow Drinkwater to

give us same idea of this palace of the revolution.

Byron's house, built, it is said, by Michael Angelo 
for a Lanfranchi descendant from a family known to
Dante, is not a palace by courtesy merely..... .
Built up to a superb sweep of the river on either 
side, the city absorbs the clear Italian light into 
the soft grey of its mediaeval stone, glowing with 
a crisp opalescence. . . . .  what we see Byron saw, 
as Galileo must have seen it in the days when he would 
climb to the top of the leaning tower to drop his ^
plummer-line and speculate upon the laws of gravitation.”

4. J. Drinkwater, op.cit., 319
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In this palace a new dream came to our noble poet. This 

dream caused him to emerge from his Italian retreat, as had also 

Voltaire from his exile, to become the leader of an intellectual 

revolution. Tilth this hope in mind, he began the publication of 

the Liberal. Byrcn had overshot the mark in this undertaking as 

he had done in so many others. Although the Liberal had its 

effect on many minds, it was doomed to fail; and it did fail 

ignominiously. Today its main value is that it serves the bio

graphical interest of students of Byron and Shelley.

Despite the sound advice of some of the greatest literary 

men of the time, such as Hobhouse, Moore, Murray, Hunt, and 

Hazlitt, against the publication of the Liberal, Byron persisted. 

He thought that through this medium he could win over the better 

minds to his revolutionary policies. But of this as of his other

hobbies, he soon tired and left his friends to carry on an impos-
*

sible task.

IV

OSTRACISM AMD SATIRE
4

Of the two contributions Byron made to the Liberal, The 

Vision of Judgment is the more important. In it he gave full 

vent to his hostility against Southey. Written in answer to 

Southey’s A Vision of Judgment, it has as its motivation personal

animosity. A short time before Byron published his satire, Southey
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had been traveling in Switzerland and had picked up odds and ends 

of scandal about Byron, Shelley, and Shelley*s mistress. He 

took this information back to England and made it known, Now 

was Byron’s opportunity to retaliate, which he did in a most barbed 

and caustic satire, The Vision of Judgment,

To understand fully the force of Byron’s satire the reader 

must first of all read the work of Southey, The poet laureate 

was greatly obsessed with the idea that his position demanded an 

eulogy of George the Third, whether the king deserved it or not.

In the apologetic preface to the poem Southey shows his mastery 

of prose. But the poem which follows this preface is mere 

doggerel.

In stanza XIV of The Vision of Judgment Byron writes,

I know this is unpopular; I know
*Tis blasphemous; I know one may be damn'd 

For hoping no one else may e’er be so;
I know my catechism; I know we are cramm’d 

With the best doctrines till we quite o’erflow;
I know that all save England’s church have shamm’d 

And that the other twice two hundred churches 
And synagogues have made a damn'd bad purchase."

Was this an apology or a confirmation of his ideas of men and

institutions? I wonder I

Those who are acquainted with this period of Georgian 

history will readily understand its immorality and vanity. But 

Byron was not so much worried over that phase as he was over the

1, Byron, The Vision of Judgment, stanza XIV.
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thought that Southey’s poem ;ms trying to do justice to his King.

It was, moreover a splendid opportunity for Byron to air his

political views. If we believe in the dictum "De mortuis nihil

nisi bonum," we must frown on the publication of this work. If

we believe in the sacredness of religion and heaven as a reward

for good deeds, we must disagree whole-heartedly with the blasphemy

of this poem. If we enjoy literary burlesque, wb shall enjoy the
scene at the gates of heaven, ’when the announcement is made that

King George the Third has died.

To the English minds, stanzas XVT, XVII, and especially

XVIII were open affronts to the ^Yell-poised aristocracy of Albion.

The people of England knew at the time what the situation was and

to save any discussion of the matter they acted like the proverbial

ostrich - they buried their heads in the sand and allowed George and

his boon companions to do as they, wished. Against this king Byron»
wrote one of his earlier poems. The poem caused a furor in the 

English papers. It was written anonymously and dealt with a notor

ious scene which had taken place at Carlton, the residence of the 

Prince Regent, The first stanza ran:

Weep, daughter of a royal line, ,
A sire's disgrace, a realm’s decay;

Ah, happy i if each tear of thine
Could wash a father’s fault away l*-

2. Byron, To a Lady Weeping, March 1812.
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Against this very man Byron -wrote years later in The 

Vision of Judgment,

But ere he could return to his repose,
A cherub flapp’d his right wing o'er his nose;

At which Saint Peter yawn’d, and rubb'd his nose;
»Saint porter,’ said the angel, 'prithee rise I'

Waring a goodly wing, which glow'd, as glow's
An earthly peacock's tail, wdth heavenly dyes:

To which the saint replied, 'Well, what's the matter?
Is Lucifer cane back with all this clatter?"'5

Then to show how little known George was to the heavenly court,

Byron continues,

'No,' quoth the cherub; 'George the Third is dead,’
'And who is George the Third?’ replied the apostle.

•What George” what Third?’ 'The King of England,» said 
The Angel. 'Weill he won't find kings to jostle 

Him on his way; but does he wear his head?
Because the last we saw here had a tussle,

And ne'er would have got into Heaven's good graces.
Had he not flung his head in all our faces/

In this satire we find him chaste and voluptuous, scepti

cal and believing, a roisterer and an apostle of liberty, hostile
*

and humanitarian, a being of light and darkness. All this must be 

attributed to the satanic pride of the poet. He could brook no 

opposition. He could take no criticism, no matter how constructive. 

Even his best friends he suspected.

He read the Bible faithfully and leaned towards the law of 

fear in the old law and despised the law of love in the new. 3 4

3. Byron, The Vision of Judgment, stanza XVII.

4. Ibid., stanza XVIII.
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I am a grea.t admirer of those books ’Eible) and have read 
them through and through before I -was eight years old; 
that is to say, the Old Testament, for the New struck 
me as a task, but the other as a pleasure,5

No wonder the New Testament was a ts.sk to him. He hated 

mankind in general. The New Testament demanded that he love his 

fellow men. It demanded sacrifice and humility. The Sermon on 

the Mount was not to Byron's taste. Hatred, cruelty, revenge, 

and the law, "an eye for an eye," - these constituted his doctrine. 

And how well he fulfilled this doctrinei

Byron came under the influence of the Gothic spirit as did

Scott, But Byron fell short where Scott made progress. In Don

Juan we find his misanthropy coming to the fore in full brilliancy.

Here he calls Milton, "the prince of poets";5 6 belittles Burns,

Southey, Wordsworth, and Coleridge;7 and eulogizes Pope and Dryden.

’Pedlars,* and ’boats,* and 'waggons i’ Oh i ye shades 
Of Pope and Dryden, are we come to this?

That trash of such sort.not alone evades
Contempt, but from the bathos’ vast abyss 

Floats scum-like uppermost, and these- Jack Cades 
Of sense and song above your graves may hiss - 

The 'little boatman’ and his ’Peter Bell'
Can sneer at him who drew ’Achitophel J*8

It is evident that Byron wished to show men that he could

5. Thomas Moore, Letters, Journals, and other Prose 
Writings of Lord Byron; V, 23; Ravenna, Nov. 18, 1820.

6. Byron, Don Juan, Canto III, stanza XCI.

7. Ibid., stanzas XCII-XCIX.

•»8. Ibid stanza C
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-write severely with more ease than he could write gently. He 

wished to show men that he could laugh at their follies and 

condemn their virtues. He wished to tell them that if they liked 

not his poem, the reason was not so much in the work, but rather 

in the truth they did not see. And what an apostle of truth 

Byron was l He wished not to please the violent but rather the 

oppressed. To himself he was "another Daniel come to judgment."

He wished to work an ense rescindendum on his enemies and leave 

only the good after the surgical work had been accomplished. He 

wished to use satire for its true end, the amendment of vices and 

social disturbances by correction. But how was he to know what to 

cut away? His opinions were too biased. All was supposed to 

conform to his m y  of thinking and doing. This idea is patent in 

all his works, as we shall attempt to show more fully when we deal 

with his dramas.
*

From the lowest form of debauchery he could turn his mind

to the Mother of God, as he so ably did in Don Juan.

Ave Maria J ’tis the hour of prayer l 
Ave Maria J ’tis the hour of love !

Ave Maria ] may our spirits dare
Look up to thine and to thy Son’s above l 

Ave Maria J oh that face so fair l
Those downcast eyes beneath the almighty dove - 

"What though ’tis but a pictured image strike - 
That painting is no idol, 'tis too like.9

In the same canto, Byron becomes contrite and wishes to

9. Ibid., stanza CIII
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justify his religious belief to the world. He had been accused 

of being a sceptic, a "giaour." To offset this opinion, he ex

plains what his belief really is. We notice in this confession 

a similarity to that doctrine found in Rousseau’s Confessions. 

Nature was the god of both these men. Byron explains,

Some kinder casuists are pleased to say,
In nameless print - that I have no devoticnj 

But.set those persons down with me to pray,
And you shall see who has the properest notion 

Of getting into heaven the shortest way;
My altars are the mountains and the ocean,

Earth, air, stars, - all that springs from the great whole, 
Who hath produced, and will receive the soul.^

Nature worship, In the form of pantheism, was his creed 

for a time. But the variability of his make-up caused him to 

adopt later on the sensuous in nature. No man, not even God, 

could tell him what to believe. Pride in the form of rebellion 

again motivated him. To this he adhered until death.

The worshipers of Byron justify his writings on the 

qualities of style and imagery. These form but a smajl part of 

the characteristics by, which a literary man is to be distinguish

ed. The subject and the object of the composition and the prin

ciples and opinions it is caluclated to support constitute a far 

more important criterion. Byron was opposed to those who flat

tered and described greatness and power. He wished to be known 

as a champion of independence. He m s  splenetic against the idle

10. Ibid., stanza CIV
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discontent with the existing order end its peculiar sentiments* 

Civilization to him had created wonders and pleasures* Over these 

he was perpetually brooding. The sight t>f poor men spending their 

blood in the quarrels of princes, and especially of the prince of 

England, filled him with horror and chagrin. Yet his inconsistency 

is shown when he says he loves society and is willing to free it 

from the tyranny of the powers oppressing it, and then proceeds 

to shock it with all sorts of vice and profligacy. How much he 

is like our modern reformers of society I He could not reconcile 

himself to the thought of punishments, prisons, gibbets, and houses 

of correction as instruments of justice. These were the scourges 

of mankind. But whose policies needed these means of correction 

more than did the policies of liberty which Byron proposed? To 

accomplish his objective Byron followed the fictions, both dra

matic and narrative, which were formed according to the school
*

of Goethe and Rousseau.

When Europe would not listen to his prophetic voice and 

when he found himself in trouble with the Italian authorities for 

his revolutionary tendencies and the meetings which he held in 

the Lafranchisi palace, he turned in disgust from these to the 

mother of all freedom, art, and literature, Greece. The poetic 

side of his dreams caused him to see a splendid opportunity of 

freeing Greece from the powers of Islam. He thought in this way 

to give himself over to the worship of perfection which his soul

45333
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craved. But the definition of his perception is not ours. His 

faith, however, is only a poetical one and his personages too are 
only poetical - poetical I mean in the sense that they are the 

incarnation of the man who wrote them.

The strong agitation of Byron’s mind approached the point 

of explosion many times but his friends were able to prevent this. 

Moore and Trelawny, the Countess and Shelley, Leigh and Scott had 

all they could do at times to curb the anarchistic moods of Byron. 

And what small thanks he gave them for their splendid efforts l

Falter Scott wrote shortly after reading Childe Harold's 

Pilgrimage,

This is a very clever poem, but gives no good symptom 
of the writer's heart and morals. . . .  Vice ought to 
be a little more modest and it must require imprudence 
almost equal to the noble Lord’s other powers, to claim 
sympathy gravely for the ennui arising from his being 
tired of his wassailers and his paramours. There is 
a monstrous deal of conceit in it, too, for it is in
forming the inferior part, of the world that their little 
old-fashioned scruples of limitation are not worthy of 
his regard.H

This was the sentiment which Byron called forth from one 

of the best poised and noblest characters in English literature.

He had done Scott a serious injustice in English Bards and Scotch 

Reviewers and, in spite of all, Scott in his magnanimous manner 

forgave him. Later on Byron dedicated his work Cain to Scott

11. J.B. Lockhart, op.cit., III, 389
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under the following title: "To Sir Walter Scott, Bart,, this 

’Mystery of Cain’ is Inscribed, by his obliged friend, and faith

ful servant, the Author," What an avalanche of abuse Scott in

curred for accepting the dedication of this poem in his honor!

V

A DARK UNIVERSE

In Byron’s drama Cain, we see a recurrence of the leading 

features of his mind. Pride and enthusiasm, irrepressible vehe

mence and ambition, and an arrogant, fastidious, and scmewhat 

narrow system of taste and opinions dominate. The subject gave 

him an opportunity of distorting the story of the fall of man to 

his own taste. In the preface to the drama, he attempts to obviate

certain charges to the effect that he has taken his idea of Satan
»

from Milton’s Paradise Lost, He tells us, "Since I was twenty I 

have never read Milton."^ We know, however, that he read Gesner’s 

Abel’s Tod, and Cain bears a great likeness to that work. And 

again,

With regard to the language of Lucifer, it was dif
ficult for me to make him talk like a clergyman upon 
the same subjects; but I have done what I could to 
restrain him within the bounds of spiritual politeness,1 2

1. J.W, Lake, The Works of Lord Byron, Preface to "Cain", 361

2. Ibid., 361,
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In this drama Byron attempts to enter a field for which

he is wholly unfitted. The spiritual tone which is ever present

in Milton’s Paradise Lost is sadly lacking here. Byron had again

gone beyond his depth and to save himself, had allowed his self-

consciousness to assert itself in the speeches of Satan and Cain.

Their words explain the poet’s ideas of creation, nature, and

mankind. Their misanthropic views are the views of Byron. The
/

tone of pride and rebellion in this drama is a worthy expose of 

the author’s theories.

It is clear to the reader "that Byron speculates about the 

world that existed before the creation of Adam and Eve. To assist 

himself in this, he had read works on physio-paleontological 

subjects and then concluded that the Pre-Adamite world m s  in

habited by intellectual beings far more highly developed in men

tality than the present race of men. Of course all this is poet-
*

ical fiction and assists Byron in making good his case.

To Alfieri’s work, Abel, our poet owes a debt which he 

is too unwilling to acknowledge. The lives of these two authors 

bear a striking resemblance in that both rebelled against all 

laws both human and divine. Both possessed a passion for what 

they called independence.

Through the monologues of Lucifer, Byron destroys faith 

in order, natural or social, actual or potential, and substitutes 

for all this the enthusiastic claims of man to make his passions,
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aspirations, and convictions finally and decisively lawful. Pride 

with all its attendant vices is the motif in Cain. Ho wonder that 

the able critics of the Edinburgh Heview, Jeffrey, Smith, Brougham, 

and Horne, blamed Sir Walter Scott for allowing a work of this 

caliber to be dedicated in his honor.

These critics knew that even though the work contained 

many beautiful and powerful passages, it would have been better 

had this work never been published. For it gave great scanda.„,

It brought about doubts in the minds of the readers concerning 

the authenticity of the Scriptures which would not have occurred 

if this work had not suggested them. The whole argument, and a 

very intriguing one, aims to undermine the goodness of God and of 

His religion.

Lucifer and his ally, Cain, have the field entirely to

themselves. They suggest the tyranny of the Creator end the in-
*

anity of following Him. They express His lack of solicitude for 

those whom He has created. It is blasphemy. Nearly two thirds 

of the drama deals with this blasphemous theme so that it is dif

ficult to think that the drama is not written for any other purpose.

Here Byron becomes the philosopher and tries to explain the 

origin of evil with an abandon of which no true philosopher would 

ever be guilty. He draws Lucifer and Cain in a very pleasing light, 

so clever are they that Abel, Eve, Adah, and Zilxah are unal le to 

cope with their convincing arguments. Herein lies the pernicious
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effect of this drama. The scientists and so-called philosophers 

of England and the Continent had prepared well the minds of the 

reading public for the reception of works like the one under con

sideration. And we know that even though Lucifer does not "talk 

like a clergyman," it must be admitted that he talks like Byron 

and the liberalists of his day.

The better minds of the time knew too that allusions such 

as are found in Cain and which are clothed in beautiful poetic 

language will often pass off as defined opinions and conclusions 

when the readers have not the mental acumen to make a distinction 

between poetry and fact.

One passage from this poem will ably demonstrate all that 

has been said. It deals with Lucifer’s address to the doubting 

Cain. He says,

Souls who dare use their immortality - 
Souls who dare look the Omnipotent tyrant in 
His everlasting face, and tell him, that 
His evil is not good I If he has made,
As he saith - which I know not, nor believe - 
But, if he made us - he cannot unmake,
We are immortal l - nay, he’d have us so,
That he may torture: - let him I He is great -
But in his greatness, is no happier than
We in our conflict 1 Goodness would not make
Evil; and what else hath he made? But let him
Sit on his vast and solitary throne, '
Creating worlds, to make eternity
Less burthensome to his immense existence
And unparticipated solitude I
Let him crowd orb on orb: he is alone.
Indefinite, indissoluble tyrant I
Could he but crush himself, *t were the best boon
He ever granted: but let him reign on,
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And multiply himself in misery2 
Spirits and men, at least we sympathize;
And, suffering in concert, make our pangs.
Innumerable, more endurable,
By the unbounded sympathy of all -
With allj But He l so wretched in his height,
So restless in his wretchedness, must still 
Create, and re-create - - - -

The religious anarchy here demonstrated against all that 

religion holds dear and sacred was typical of the man who set the 

moral standard of act and thought for many in England and Europe» 

It is typical, too, of the belief, if we may call it such, of 

Russia and France today. It is typical of many of the doctrines 

given out at our modem universities. How can youth in the face 

of such doctrine, have any sympathy for a God Who forgets all to 

satisfy Himself? Who creates only to torture? Who is the source 

of all evil? Who would destroy Himself if He could to get away 

from His solitary position?

In this passage Byron limits the attributes of God and
»

destroys all philosophical and theological teaching of God as an 

"EHS A SE." The romantic "Weltschmerz" asserts itself here*

Immediately after the speech of Lucifer is concluded,

Cain expresses the impression it has made on him:

Thou speak'st to me of things which long have swam >
In visions through my thought: I never could 
Reconcile what I saw with what I heard.- 3 4

3. Byron, Cain, Act I, scene I.

4. Ibid
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These men of depraved hearts and depraved imaginations, 
who form a system of opinions to suit their own unhappy 
course of conduct, have rebelled against the holiest 
ordinances of human society; and, hating that revealed 
religion, which with all their efforts and bravadoes, 
they are unable entirely to disbelieve, labor to make 
others as miserable as themselves, by infecting them with 
a moral virus that eats into the soul,5

Byron saw in human life and the life hereafter only the 

extension and reproduction of his own existence. In this life he 

saw only guilt and sadness, punishment and failure. He was a man 

with a thousand bothersome shadows. He turned from sorrow to scorn. 

Despondency is the main tone of much of his poetry. And if God 

were as He is pictured in Cain, I do not see how anyone could 

escape sorrow. If man is a creation of a power who despises his 

own workmanship; if man's life is a mere mockery, a phantasmagoria 

of cheats and deceivings; if man must fight against this power for 

his existence and cannot expect any help from the one who cres.ted 

him; if his spiritual aspirations are mere follies; if the trees 

and birds, flowers and streams are put at man’s command only to be 

his undoing and not to serve him to know the better things of life 

here on earth and in heaven hereafter - what need is there of 

living? That is the .Logical conclusion for the thinking reader 

of Cain* Such is the doctrine Byron preaches with all the impres-

Southey's estimate of Byron's anarchy is correct when he

5. Southey, Preface to A Vision of Judgment.
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siveness of a sage.

Here we find him the unsparing iconoclast, happy in the 

thought that others might become miserable with him. Happy in the 

expectation that he might win them over to his distorted concepts 

of Him, Who is all good, all just, all wise, all merciful,

A man of genius, to enjoy and to communicate happy and 

exalting life, must have union with the moral and the spiritual} 

with the truth which they inspire; with the beauty which they 

sanctify. Besides this he must have faith and love and hope. With 

Byron the delights of sensuality, taken at first with zest and 

afterwards from habit, when their madness had passed, left only 

disgust in their wake*

Ho genius, if he intends to be helpful to mankind, can

brush aside lightly faith and reverence and trust. These are the

principles which connect us with the universe of higher thought
*

and enduring beauty. It is by faith that the poet transcends the 

material and arrives at the supernatural. It is by reverence that we 

keep our lower stratum of nature in check towards God and man. And 

it is through trust that we maintain a happy outlook on life here

and hereafter. We need these qualities in our lives to keep us
/

from the gloom and arrogance which was so much a part of Byron*s 

character.

By taking away the faith in the spiritual, Byron offers us 

in its place a philosophy of despair. And the first expression of 

despair is complaint; the next, defiance. How nobly Byron did bothJ
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The spirit of despair in Cain turns to impiety and blasphemy 

against Him YJhom they cannot overcome. Byron shows us in Satan’s 

monologue that he is too proud to be submissive#

Byron was a child of his century. He came at the "fin de 

siecle" and strove to perpetuate that age. Yet a reaction had set 

in and we must remember that Byron came in the midst of that re

action. This reaction was one of triumph for the partisans of 

darkness and obstruction. The silly devotees of Byron who only 

half understood their god thought they saw in him a liberator. And 

slavishly they followed his dictates both while he was in England 

and after he had become an exile from his native land.

His followers were too illogical to understand that he and 

his prototypes among the men of action in France, Italy, and Germany 

were excessive in their self-consciousness, extravagant in their 

claims, and doomed to fail in the very results that they had set 

out to accomplish,

Byron never knew himself, either morally or socially. He 

could not free himself from the vices which hung over him like an 

ever present miasma. Those vices haunted him in his better mo

ments. Since strength of will was nearly always absent from this 

poet, the only course open to him was to dive deeper into that 

debauchery which was his tindoing.
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MORALS AND MANFRED

VI

Byron’s moral weakness accounts for his change in ideas 

and convictions. It accounts also most clearly for his social 

anarchy. It accounts for his habitual frenzy bordering at times 

on insanity. Byron was in constant fear of insanity inasmuch as 

he recalled the antics of his father, "Mad Jack Byron." He had 

good reason for this apprehension considered in the light of the 

influence of heredity. He did nothing, however, to counteract it* 

To think that happiness and a systematic conception of working for 

good can arise out of chaos, both spiritual and moral, is the de

duction of a madman. And judging from Byron’s actions and his 

writings, one must logically infer that he sought solace in chaos.

The representative of a race of lawless and turbulent men, 
proud as Lucifer, beautiful as Apollo, sinister as Loki,
Byron appeared in the scenes arrayed in every quality which 
would dazzle the youthful and alarm the mature. . . • His 
lovely curly head moved all women to adore him; his mel
ancholy attitudes were mysteriously connected with stories 
of his appalling wickedness; his rank and ostentation, 
his wild exotic tastes, his defiance of restraint, the 
pathos of his physical infirmity, his histrionic gifts ' 
as of one, half mountebank, half archangel, all these 
combined to give his figure, his whole legend, a match
less fascination.!

1. Garnett and Gosse, An Illustrated History of English 
Literature, IV, 109.
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His supposed holy rage against the theological tradition, 

the English divines, and those who have followed the teaching of 

these doctors of theology was a useless expose of his atheistic 

tenets. All thinking men knew his lack of religious convictions} 

they knew that the drama,Cain, was Byron’s "Credo."

The conscience of civilized man had not been outraged by 

religion. The outrage came from the tenets held in spite of what 

religion meant to do for man and his happiness. Byron, as much 

as any man of his time, needed to stabilize his beliefs that very 

help which he so violently eschewed.

When man’s mind is clouded with his own worth and the in

fallibility of that worth, he is apt, as in the case of Byron, to 

go from one extreme to the other. The middle course which he needs 

so badly is avoided. That has been the case with many so-called 

reformers. They have so distorted their outlook on nature and on 

man by their own subjectivity that sympathy for the ideas of others 

have no place in their lives. Isolation and finally despair is the 

outcome of that type of life. Byron is a good example of this 

wr ong-minde dness.

Thackeray considered Byron a degrader of the literary art.

He held with Doctor Johnson that literature should uplift and not

destroy. In the Victorian novelist’s critical work, From Comhill

3 Grand Cairo, he attacks Byron in a fiery manner.

Give me a fresh, dewy, healthy rose out of Somerset
shire; not one of those superb, tawdry, unwholesome
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exotics, which are only good to make poems about.
Lord Byron wrote more cant of this sort than any 
other poet I know, I think of the peasant girls 
with dark blue eyes * of the Rhine - the brown-faced, 
flat-nosed, thick-lipped, dirty wenches J' Think of 
‘filling high a cup of Samian wine *; small beer is 
nectar compared to it, and Byron himself always drank 
gin. That man never wrote from his heart. He got up 
rapture and enthusiasm with an eye to the public . •
, , , Our native Bard l Mon dieuI He, Shakespeare’s 
Milton’s, Scott’s native bard. Well woe be to the 
man i\ho denies the public gods,^

Robert Browning was captivated, as a young man, by the 

bold charm and grandiose poetry of Byron, His enthusiasm cooled, 

however, as he grew older and more experienced with the ways of 

men. He continued to admire the genius of the fiery Byron to a 

certain degree but with the poet’s anarchy he had little sympathy.

The poetry of Lord Byron is inexhaustible in revealing his 

character, his emotional nature, his opinions, and his habits. Ho 

poet has given more freely in his thematic material a truer picture 

of himself. Though some critics, such as John Drinkwater, think 

that his character cannot be analysed from his writings, others 

believe with the eminent English critic, Saintsbury, that we can 

read, with much discretion of course, much of the life of the man 

in his poetry. Cross references between the poems and Byron’s 

letters lead to the conviction that this man was to become a star 

of revolt to mankind. His vogue, however, lasted but a short time.

It was in the thirtieth year of his life while he was living

2. L.B. Melville, William Makepeace Thackeray, 165.
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in Venice that a violent desire took possession of him to get away 

from the political activities of Italy in which he had met with 

sparing success. He determined to write Manfred, a poem of nature 

worship and misanthropy.

We shall pass over the heated debate about the source of 

subject matter. Some claim that it was taken from Madame de Stael’s 

De 1»Allemagne. This translation into the French of Goethe’s Faust 

was published in 1813. But Byron admits that he knew little of the 

German language. He tells us that it was "the Staubach and the 

Jungfrau and something else” much more than Faust that made him 

write Manfred.^

Manfred, another impersonation of Byron, is one who, remov

ed from human sympathies by pride, the consciousness of superior 

faculties, and the remorseful memory of a mysterious crime which he 

had committed, looks for the secret of a power that will give him 

control of the spirit worlcl. In many respects the poem is similar 

to Goethe’s Faust. In fact, Goethe, after reading the drama, said:

Dieser seltsame, geistreiche Dichter, hat meinen 
Faust in sich aufgenommen, und, hypochondrisch, die 
seltsamste Nahrung daraus gesogen. Er hat die seinen 
Zwecken zusagenden Motive auf eigne Weise benutzt, 
sodass Keines mehr dasselbige ist, und gerade deshalb 
kann ich seinen Geist nicht genugsam bewundern.^ ' 3 4

3. Thomas Medwin, Journal of the Conversations of Lord 
Byron at Pisa, Letter to Murray, July 7, 1820.

4. Richard Ackermann, Lord Byron, 102
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The cynical humor of Manfred and of Lucifer in Cain show 

that Byron had become infected with the atheism of the Geiman 

philosophers. Byron like Shelley, and later on Yiordsworth, Coler

idge, and Carlyle, saw an avenue of escape from the so-called 

puritanical philosophy and theology of England in the German thought

There is present in Manfred the atmosphere one finds in the 

Gothic School of Literature - mystery, spirits, gloom, sorcery, 

magic, and the fiercer traits of misanthropy. Byron in this drama 

has one of his long anticipated opportunities of avoiding men and 

associating with those who understand him. And yet he is not satis

fied. Even the spirits whom he calls to him cannot satisfy his 

pride.

As a melancholy poet, Byron is most complex and the analysis 

of the "Byronic Gloom" need not be entered upon fully in this paper. 

We shall consider him here as the poet of pain and frustration; as 

the poet of world-weary disillusion, spiritual isolation and remorse 

and, above all, as the apotheosis of gloomy and highly articulate 

introspection. All this is found in Manfred.

His failure in his enterprises was the cause of his impen

etrable gloom. Other men might have similar experiences and be
/

bettered by them. Hot so Byron. Because he was a failure, he 

attributed it to the lack of sympathy on the part of those asso

ciates of his who should have known better. Under this impression 

he repaid their kindness with ingratitude and cynicism.
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He turned for solace to the mountains and the magic beauty 

of the Alps. He sought relief in heavy storms and the awe they 

inspire. Men he had tried and found -wanting. Now in the first 

act of Manfred he finds the spirits, in whom he had placed so much 

hope, wanting.

The spirits I have raised abandon me - 
The spells which I have studied baffle me - 
The remedy I reck’d of tortured mej 
I lean no more on super-human aid,
It hath no power upon the past, and for
The future, till the past be gulf’d in darkness,
It is not of my search.5

Then begins the "to be or not to be" in Hamlet-like fashion.

Manfred, in true Schopenhauerian style, has come to the conclusion

that death alone is the best means to get away from self. Being a

god in his own estimation, he has chosen a worthy resting place for

a god in the Alpine district. He meditates on the power of the

mountains and their cruelty in crushing out the lives of man and
»

nature with their mighty avalanches.

Such would have been for me a fitting tomb;
My bones had then been quiet in their depth;
They had not then been strewn upon the rocks 
For the wind’s pastime - as thus - thus they shall be - 
In this one plunge. - Farewell, ye opening heavens I 
Look not upon me thus reproachfully -
Ye were not meant for me - Earthi take these atomsJ6 /

As Manfred is about so spring from the high cliff to * S.

5. Byron, Manfred, Act I, scene II.

S. Ibid.
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destruction, Byron introduces his deus ex machina, the Chamois 

Hunter, who stays him and attempts to reason with him. But to no 

avail, He proceeds to even deeper self-revelation of his anarchy.

. . . .  I have pray’d
For madness as a blessing - ’t is denied me.
I have affronted death - but in the war 
Of elements the waters shrunk from me,
And fatal things pass’d harmless - the cold hand 
Of an all-pitiless demon held me back,
Back by a single hair, which would not break.
In phantasy, imagination, all
The affluence of my soul - which one day was
A Croesus in creation - I plunged deep,
But, like an ebbing wave, it dash’d me back 
Into the gulf of my unfathom’d thought.
I plunged amidst mankind - Forgetfulness 
I sought in all, save where ’tis to be found,
And that I have to learn - my sciences,
My long-pursued and super-human art,
Is mortal here - I dwell in my despair - 
And live - and live for ever.'

It would be difficult to find another personality, except, 

perhaps, Rousseau, whom Byron in many ways so strangely resembles, 

quite as anarchistic and paradoxical as Byron. He was sure that we 

were all wrong and that he was all right. He never believed that 

poetry was fitting for a noble man, yet Byron wrote more poetry in 

his thirty-six years of life than most of the prolific poets pro

duced during their lives. He admired Washington and loved Greek 

liberty, yet no man was less interested in mankind than he'. All 

his life he was obsessed with a hatred of his native land and those 

who lived there, yet he bitterly warred against the exile he was

7. Ibid., Act II, scene II
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forced to undergo and that was of his own making. Throughout his 

poetry he laments the fact that people misunderstood him and that 

his country especially misunderstood him. He posed as an anarchist 

and a disturber of order. He hated religion and yet confessed to 

Moore that he was certain that he would die a Catholic. Was it the 

beauty of the Catholic ritual that he admired? I am certain that 

he could not penetrate much beyond the esthetic qualities of the 

services of the Catholic church. His life as we well know gave no 

indication of any serious effort made to enter the Catholic church. 

And if he had entered that church, he would most probably have re

volted against its dogma. He was a shameless libertine and wanted 

the world to know the fact that he was such. He did not stop at 

even incest. All his life he was a rebel against his own. convictions 

and the convictions of others. How plainly he showed that quality 

in Manfred.1

Thou didst not tempt me, and thou couldst not tempt me,
I have not been thy dupe, nor am thy prey -
But was my own destroyer, and will be
My own hereafter. - Back, ye baffled fiendsl 8

In spite of the Abbot's warning and that of the spirits, 

Manfred is determined to die impenitent. He is too proud to make 

peace with his Creator. The Abbot concludes the drama -with these 

lines:

He’s gone - his soul hath ta’en its earthless flight -

8. Ibid., Act III, scene IV
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"Whither? I dread to think - but he is gone.9 

Some demon -within him drove him on to revolt and to his own destruc

tion. He had not the power within him to synthesize his warring 

elements to do good. Instead of becoming their master, he became 

their slave.

In Manfred as in "Werner, he used the drama to demonstrate 

that suicide is a noble act. It is the best way of resolving the 

"multitudinous inner conflict." This conclusion is but the expect

ed one after all his "Don Juanism." The wormwood dregs of the cup 

of pleasure from which he had so deeply drunk and from which he 

wished others to drink turned him against himself and others and 

forced him into nostalgia. He could not hope for peace here or here

after.

The motif of Manfred made a deep impression on one of the 

world’s greatest musicians. Its rebellion and brooding melancholy 

appealed to Tscbaikowsky, ’the world-renowned Russian composer of 

great symphonies. He worked Manfred's wanderings about the Alps 

into one of his immortal symphonies, describing the rebellious spirit 

of the man in four symphonic scenes. But in the denouement the 

composer reconciles the hero with heaven and does not allow him 

to die rebellious as does Byron.

The first movement of this symphony opens with a theme that

9. Ibid., Act III, scene IT
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dominates the entire composition. An impression of despair is 

created by the use of the string section of the orchestra and then 

by the solo parts of the bassoons and bass clarinets. These effects 

typify in an excellent fashion the horror and anguish of the hero's 

soul. The mournful tone is carried out in the second movement by 

the horns, oboe, and clarinets, representing in music, as Byron did 

in words, Manfred's effort to forget. Then follow sinister passages 

and weird descriptive passages imitating the incantations which rep

resent the sad love motif of the absent Astarte.

The third movement represents the wild orgy that follows a 

desire unfulfilled, and then comes again despair. Tschaikowsky, 

who was considered a rebel in his own country, had at least good 

taste in making the fourth movement the powerful climax of a soul 

repentant. In a "Dies Irae" melody he brings about the redemption

of the hero, Manfred, whom Byron forces to die blasphemously rebel-
• •

lious.

Much has been made of Byron's reference to Astarte and his

wild love for her. To same she represents his half-sister, Augusta,

and the injustice he had done her. This is the belief of Mrs.

Harriet Beecher Stowe who knew-Lord Byron's wife and from whom she/
claims she got her knowledge. John Galt, one of Byron's friends 

and publishers, disagrees heartily with Mrs. Stowe and says the 

charge is false. However this may be, we know that Byron lays 

himself open to this charge when he has Manfred speak about the 

horrible crime he had committed. Manfred tells the hunter that
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he had not killed the lady he loved by means of his hand but

rather by his head. But it is not our purpose here to enter into

details of this dispute, John Drinkwater explains the matter

clearly in The Pilgrim of Eternity.̂-0

Byron lacked the true understanding of the word scientia.

Perhaps this lack of knowledge will exculpate him to a certain

degree from many of the charges hurled against him. Ytfithout it

we know a man cannot be well-balanced intellectually.

Cardinal Newman gives a definition of knowledge which I

am certain will explain many of the qualities a cultured and well-

educated man ought to have and without which he becomes a menace

rather than a help to society. Newman’s definition applies to

Byron in a most adequate manner. He says,

. . .  Knowledge, the discipline by which it is gained, 
and the tastes which it forms, have a natural tendency 
to refine the mind, and to give it an indisposition, 
simply natural, yet reftl, nay more than this, a disgust 
and abhorrence, towards excesses and enormities of evil, 
which are often or ordinarily reached at length by those 
who are not careful from the first to set themselves 
against what is vicious and criminal. It generates within 
the mind a fastidiousness, analogous to the delicacy or 
daintiness which good nurture or a sickly habit induces 
in respect to food; and this fastidiousness. . . will 
often or generally be lively enough to create an absolute 
loathing of certain offences or a detestation and scorn 
of them as ungentlemanlike, to which ruder natures, na#-, 
such as have far more of real religion in them, are tempt
ed, or even betrayed.--

10. John Drinkwater, Op.ait., 50-52, 88-89.

11. John Henry Newman, The Idea of a University, 207, Edited 
by Daniel M. O'Connell, S.J.
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All that Newman postulates, Byron lacks.

In another place Newman -writes of Manfred;

Lord Byron’s "Manfred" is in parts intensely poetical; 
yet the delicate mind.naturally shrinks from the spirit 
which here and there reveals itself, and the basis on 
which the drama is built.-2

A detrimental effect was the fruit of this drama. The

readers found themselves fighting off the spell of melancholy and

of suicidal inclinations. This effect is best expressed in the

confession made by J.J. Ampere. He writes.

Last week le_ sentiment de malediction was upon me, about 
me, within me. I read through his "Manfred" in English 
twice. Never, never shall I be so upset by.anything I 
read as I was by that. It has fairly made me ill. On 
Sunday I went out to see the sunset; it was as threatening 
as the fires of hell. I went into the church where the 
faithful were peacefully chanting the Hallelujah; I leaned 
against a pillar and gazed upon them with envy and scorn.
I understood why Byron’s Incantation ended thus;

’O ’er thy heart and brain together 
Hath the word been passed, - now wither 2*

. . .  At nine o’clock I could not stand it any longer;
I m s  overcome by bitter, violent despair; my eyes were 
closed; my head tipped back and I m s  consuming my own 
heart. To the gentle Lydia’s consolations I dropped a 
few words of grief and irony.

The sentiment de malediction is the sentiment which m s  the 

aftermath of having read this play. It m s  a dangerous aftermath, 

as vras well understood by the thinking men of England and the 

Continent. It became the vogue with many of the younger smart

12. John Henry Newman, "Poetry with Reference to Aristotle's 
." Essays Critical and Historical, I, 22.

13. J.J. Ampere, Correspondence, Letter May 20, 1820.

Poetics
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set of Byron’s day to ape him. A respect for government, moral

standards and virtues was Belittled because the noble Lord Byron,

the handsome Apollo, had cast to the winds all restraint. They,

his followers, would do likewise. His pô \,'er for evil was dangerous,

so dangerous in fact was it that Macaulay tells us,

. . , There was created in the minds of many of these 
enthusiasts a pernicious and absurd association between 
intellectual power and moral depravity. From the poetry 
of Lord Byron they drew a system of ethics, compounded 
of misanthropy and voluptuousness, a system in which the 
great commandments were, to hate your neighbor and to 
love your neighbor’s wife,14

Byron’s contact with others was unfortunate. His blight

ing effect caused much regret to those who believed in him as their 

friend. He cared nothing for mankind. His pride, his honor, his 

wants, his misanthropic and anarchistic projects were always before 

him. Unless his friends could bow to these, they were informed 

that he no longer had any use for them.

Religion had an attraction for him only in so far as it 

served his purposes of aestheticism. Beyond that, he let the world 

know in his poetry, religion was distasteful to him. It enslaved 

men’s minds and destroyed the better sensibilities of nations. We 

cannot of course agree with his definition of better propensities! 

to us they are the lower propensities in man’s composite. What 

Byron needed badly was an objective norm of morality by which to

14. The Works of Lord Macaulay, Twentieth Century Edition.
"Moore’s Life of Lord Byron,II, 215,
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judge his actions. But of course a norm of that type ivas the 

last thing this social anarchist would listen to or follow.

YII

ANARCHY: LARA TO CAIN

In Lara we find the struggles of a man against overpower“ 

ing fate. This drama presents the futility of combating a power 

which no human or divine effort can defeat. In atmosphere it, re

calls the Greek tragedians, Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. 

Man’s happiness means nothing to that power which looks to its 

selfish enjoyment alone in making men the figures in its puppet 

show. A happy and consoling philosophy this is i

In Byron’s estimation fate and society and religion were 

the tyrant rulers. These throe made dupes of men. Against these 

three must men wage unceasdng war. Byron expresses these ideas 

in the following verses:

Within that land sms many a malcontent,
Who cursed the tyranny to which he bent.
That soil full many a winging despot saw,
Who work’d his wantonness in form of las-/;
Long svar without and frequent broil within
Had made a path for blood and giant sin, ,
That svanted but a signal to begin
New havoc, such as civil discord blends,
Which knows no neuter, owns but foes or friends;
Fix’d in his feudal fortress each was lord,
In word and deed obey’d, in soul abhorr'd.

That morning he had freed the soil-bound slaves, 
Who dig no land for tyrants but their graves l
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Such is their cry - some watch-word for the fight 
Must vindicate the wrong, and warp the right::
Religion - freedom - vengeance - what you will,
A word’s enough to raise mankind to kill:
Some factious phrase by cunning caught and spread,
That guilt may reign, and wolves and worms be fed l~

How ably he thinks he has drawn the picture of England’s 

tyranny against him and all other Laras who have returned from 

exile in disguise 1 He considers too that he has made it clear 

to the world that only one friend remained true to him and assist

ed him to the very last in fighting off those who constantly were 

aiming to kill him, Kaled, the young woman disguised as a man 

and Lara's inseparable companion, is no other than the Countess 

Teresa Guiccioli, Byron’s mistress during his life in Italy,

It is this young lady of great Italian beauty who complete

ly favored Byron in his domestic troubles with his wife. She was 

convinced, as the quotation that follows points out, that Lady 

Bryon was not the proper wife for the great poet. That which Lady 

Bryon lacked in her character to inspire her husband, the Countess 

thought she herself possessed. She tells us,

She (Lady Byron) has been called, after his words, the 
moral Clytemnestra of her husband. Such a surname is 
severe: but the repugnance we feel to condemning a woman 
cannot prevent our listening to the voice of justice, 
which tells us that the comparison is still in favor ' 
of the guilty one of antiquity; for she, driven to crime 
by fierce passion overpowering reason, at least only 
deprived her husband of physical life, and, in com-

1. Byron, Lara, Canto II, stanza VIII.
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mitting the deed, exposed herself to all its conse
quences; while Lady Byron left her husband at the 
very moment that she saw him struggling amid a thou
sand shoals in the stormy sea of embarrassments creat
ed by his marriage and precisely when he more than 
ever required a friendly, tender, and indulgent hand 
to save him from the tempests of life. Besides, she 
shut herself up in silence a thousand times more cruel 
than Clytemnestra’s poniard: that only killed the body; 
whereas Lady Byron’s silence was destined to kill the 
soul, - and such souli - leaving the door open to 
calumny, and making it to be supposed that her silence 
was magnanimity destined to cover over frightful wrongs, 
perhaps even depravity.2

The evidence Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe offers and which 

she bases on her visits to, and correspondence with, Lady Byron 

refutes all that the lovesick and worshiping Countess says of the 

woman who was far nobler than she. W© know that even Byron’s 

sister, Mrs. Augusta Leigh, sympathized with her sister-in-law.

And even if "she shut herself up in a silence a thousand times 

more cruel than Clytemnestra's poniard,” we know that Lady Byron 

had a very worthy reason for doing so. She did not want her 

husband’s life of debauchery and adultery and incest known to the 

world. She was not to blame for the crimes. It m s  the husband 

who drove a virtuous wife from him by his profligacy. With him 

and not with Lady Byron lies the blame. To suffer as she did, 

to shield the man who had disgraced her, and to try to save him 

from further charges of crime and anarchy - surely that is not the 

part of the murderess Clytemnestra. The Countess is too prejudiced

2. Countess Guiccoli, "My Recollections of Lord Byron." 
The Library of Literary Criticism, IV, 745-6.
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in her pronouncements. We who have judged the evidence of the 

case from both sides understand that Byron was a man no virtuous 

woman could be with for any time without either differing with 

him or, what is perhaps worse, descending to his low level of 

morality through weakness and false admiration. How many of the 

ladies from the best families in England knew the truth of this 

statement *

Now let us take the evidence of Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe.

. . . .  Supposing, now, she had imitated Lord Byron’s 
example, and, avoiding public trial, had put her story 
into private circulation; as he sent "Don Juan" to fifty 
confidential friends, suppose she had sent a written 
statement of her story to fifty judges as intelligent 
as the two that had heard it; or suppose she had confront
ed his autobiography with her own - what would have been 
the result? The first result would have been Mrs. Leigh’s 
utter ruin. The world may finally forgive the man of 
genius anything; but for a woman there is no mercy and 
no redemption. This ruin Lady Byron prevented by her 
utter silence and great self-command. Mrs, A. Leigh 
never lost position. Lady Byron never so varied in her 
manner toward her as to excite the suspicions even of 
her confidential old servant. . . . .  had she told Lady 
Milbank (her mother), it is not possible that so high- 
spirited a woman could have restrained herself from such 
outward expressions as would at least have awakened sus
picion. There was no resource but this absolute silence.3

It is especially in Don Juan that we see the volcanic Byronie

spirit manifest. Here it,is that he is like a rudderless ship,
~ - *

tossed about by every breeze of desire and every wave of passion, 

impelled to ruin by his fateful energy. Here it is that he is 3

3. Harriet Beecher Stowe, "Lady Byron Vindicated." 
Hie Library of Literary Criticism, IV. 746.
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imbued with Southern manners, with the hasta manana spirit and 

morality. He yields here to a melodic description that would 

charm even his most hostile adversary. Then in turn comes scep

ticism and lewdness and disregard for the purity of maidenhood.

Byron gloats over his many seductions in Don Juan. It is 

done with an air of righteousness and boasting. "Do not all men 

do so?" he seems to say to the reader. He gloats too over the 

mastery which he has displayed in his word picture of his love for 

Haidee. All conventions, to use a mild word to express our mean

ing, are cast aside here in his lustful desire to possess her.

In Canto II, we have Byron’s confession about his amours.

He justifies his anarchy in the following verses:

And now ’t was done - on the lone shore were plighted 
Their hearts; the stars, their nuptial torches, shed 

Beauty upon the beautiful they lighted:
Ocean their witness, and the cave their bed,

By their own feelings hallow’d and united,
Their priest was solitude, and they were wed:

And they were happy, for to their young eyes 
Each was an angel, and earth paradise.

The quotation speaks for itself in regard to Byron’s concept of

the marriage vows.

The doctrine of necessity which governs some men’s lives 

is clearly expressed here. Laws, the word of God, the determinations 

of society, and in fact everything that the general run of mankind 

hold dear and sacred are brushed aside lightly by Byron to make

4. Byron, Don Juan, Canto II, stanza CCIV,
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room for his awn new creed of necessity. He denied in his better 

moments that he believed in the philosophy set forth in Den Juan 

but this denial can be taken but lightly. A man is known by his 

works•

Byron never changed his attitude about the doctrine of 

necessity. His belief excludes in most cases the exercise of the 

free will. Man and woman to him are but an aggregation of stimuli. 

And since they are so, the stimulus which predominates is the one 

man or woman has to follow. They have no choice in the matter.

They cannot act otherwise. If this doctrine were true, we would 

be able to call Don Juan a beautiful, chaste, and inspiring work, 

a work that could be read by anyone without the least possibility 

of harm to the reader. But facts are against such a belief. We 

need- only recall the effects of that doctrine on Byron’s life, and 

the sorrow and havoc it brought to those unthinking men and women 

who we re unwise enough to follow him blindly. The idea of necessity 

dominates all his meditative poetry. All standards and laws are 

to him merely man-made and consequently mutable.

Desire and the immediate fulfillment of that desire was

what his necessitarian thought had given him. This doctrine of/
desire and the immediate fulfillment of it is good if the desire 

is good; but, if evil, the desire may not be satisfied. Self- 

discipline enters here in the wills of those who wish to make 

progress and who are desirous of bettering humanity by a heroic 

restraint. Without this restraint the world would be in a chaotic
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condition, and no man would be responsible to law for his actions 

because he would have been driven to the act by necessity. Char

acter by slow growth would not be attained. And all the better 

virtues, which really make life here on earth livable even from 

a natural viewpoint, would remain mere possibilities hanging out 

in space. Tranquillity and courage and grandeur of soul, of which 

Byron had so little, are not acquired by heedlessly following the 

first impulse. If that were the method of procedure, man would 

not be differentiated from the brute beast. And how often Byron 

acted like a mad beast driven on by an ungovernable appetite l 
The aftermath of such a procedure is despair and suicide.

We have seen what detrimental effects Byron’s actions had

on his mind. Manfred has told us the author’s mental state. In

Werner, the tragedy which was dedicated "to the Illustrious Goethe,"

we discover Byron’s suicide theory. Werner says to Josephine:

Something beyond our outward sufferings (though 
These were enough to gnaw into our souls)
Hath stung me oft, and, more than ever, now 
When, but for this untoward sickness, which 
Seized me upon this desolate frontier, and 
Hath wasted not alone my strength, but means,
And leaves us, - noJ this is beyond m e i but 
For this I had been happy - thou been happy - 
The splendour of my rank sustain'd - my name - 
My father's name - been still upheld; . . .5 '

When Byron gets into the philosophical drama we again see 

a man beyond his depth. He was better at satire and revolt. Yet

5. Byron, Werner, Act I, scene I
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the tragedy Werner made an impression on men like Sir Henry Irving, 

who produced it for a benefit performance, with Ellen Terry tak

ing the part of Werner's wife, Josephine. In 1830 Phelps and 

Macready, two of the great actors of the English stage of the 

early nineteenth century, played the leading parts at different 

times, and the play appears to have met with some success. The 

London theatrical world was interested in the plays of sturm und 

drang as Schelling, the German critic, called this period of the 

drama. London society was willing to prescind from the author who 

’•/rote the drama and give itself over only to the enjoyment of the 

tragedy. That type of drama would not exist for any length of 

time on either the American or English stage today.

We feel and hear a powerfully expressed cry of desire for 

self-expression in the tragedy Werner. But again it is a desire 

j. i Jo ora ood. This frustration leaves In its wake despair, a re— 

vengeful despair. From emotional despair and defiance of the world 

and the powers of heaven, results the longing for forgetfulness and 

o s —oblivion and death. Hot the death which St. Paul desired when 

he said, "Would that I were dissolved and were with Thee," but the 

death that would bring with it annihilation.

The fatality which determined that Byron should live in 

spite of nis determination to destroy himself gave him, so he 

though.,, ¿he license to defy all living things. This thought 

drove him on to ostracize himself from mankind. It brought with
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it a hatred of man based upon a false consideration. This misan

thropy is best expressed by returning to the dram Manfred which 

bears so strong a kinship to Werner and Sardanapalus.

. . . .  From my youth upwards 
My spirit walk’d not with the souls of men,
Nor look’d upon the earth with human eyes,
The thirst of their ambition was not mine,
The aim of their existence was not mine;
My joys, my griefs, my passions, and my powers,
Made me a stranger; though I wore the form,
I had no sympathy with breathing flesh.5

He expresses too the futility of his search for happiness

in beauty and the mysteries of nature. Both failed him*

The face of the earth hath madden’d me, and I 
Take refuge in her mysteries, and pierce 
To the abodes of those who govern her - 
But they can nothing aid me. I have sought 
From them what they could not bestow, and now 
I search no further

The lesson God’s greatest saints expressed was the lesson

Byron failed to follow. St, Francis of Assisi’s Hymn to the Sim
»

would have opened up avenues of happy thought for the Byronic hero 

to measure himself by. Happiness and not sadness should be the 

inspiration of nature. A consideration of the beauties of moun

tains and streams, lakes and rivers, trees and flowers must log

ically direct a philosophical mind to a consideration of the in- 

finite beauty which is their source. Byron, having missed the 

logic of this explanation of the beauties of nature, missed the 6 7

6. Byron, Manfred, Act II, scene II.

7. Ibid.
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Thou hast no power upon me, that I feel;
Thou never shalt possess me, that I know:
What I have done is dan©; I hear within 
A torture which could nothing gain from thine:
The mind which is immortal makes itself
Requital for its good or evil thoughts -
Is its own origin of ill and end -
And its own place and time - its innate sense,
When stripp’d of this mortality, derives 
No colour from the fleeting things without;
But is absorb’d in sufferance or in joy,
Born from the knowledge of its own desert.8

This demonstrates a headlong, uncompromising, and self-assertive 

defiance of the Throne of Mercy.

Byron’s assertive, aggressive, and independent conceptions 

were at times colored by his Calvinistic determinism. The gloomy 

passages we have already seen resulted. Then again since he was 

living in a revolutionary and individualistic age, he proclaimed 

a world which he had made for himself and which was self-determin

ed. This constant conflict within him drove him on to justify his 

moody and erroneous fits of passion by trying to make others as he 

had made himself. For in the union of thought, even though it is 

entirely false, lies, as he knew, a harmony and a satisfaction for 

the conscience of the wrong-doer. No wonder at all that he bound 

himself, and later on was fated, to love evil and revel in his 

defense of evil under the misnomer of freedom. This is anarchy 

pure and simple. Of such convictions have the destroyers of law 

and order been and will continue to be till time is no more. Justice

8. Ibid., Act III, scene IV
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then alone will prevail, a justice Byron knew so little of.

How cleverly he draws Cain to be a character whose every 

action would clash with the actions of those about him. His act 

of murder seems necessary according to Byron’s doctrine of fatalism. 

Cain and Lucifer are Byrcaa and all for which he stands.

We know that even though a poet makes a character original,

daring, aspiring, human, and even lovable, all those qualities do

not exculpate that character from a charge of fratricide. Yet

Byron would have us forgive Cain; in fact, he would have us excuse

Cain because he was born with a thirst for knowledge, with a mind

that questioned dogmas, and with a spirit that demanded proofs for

all his questions. He would have us sympathize with him too for

the so-called trait of nobleness which Cain demonstrates when he

rebels against the injustice done to his parents by a power he

cannot understand or believe or follow. Cain says of his parents,
»
. . . .  They have but

One answer to all questions, ” t was his will,
And he is good.’ How know I that? Because 
He is~”all-powerful, must all-good,- too, follow?
I judge but by the fruits - and they are bitter - 
Which I must feed on for a fault not mine.9

The doctrine of original sin and its horrible and lasting 

consequences was a stumbling block to Cain as it was also h stumbling 

block to Byron and to many young men who had been educated in the 

atheistic atmosphere which prevailed at the English universities

9. Byron, Cain, Act I, scene 1
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during the years of transition from the aftermath of the French 

revolution to the acceptance of the German philosophy. This doc- 

trine of original sin Byron hated because he could not and would 

not reconcile himself to its justice. Again he thought freedom 

was outraged. And what could men do to be happy if there hung 

over them a heavy cloud of sin and guilt which was not of their 

making?

Byron used the wrong approach to the solution of this diffi

culty. How his stubbornness led him to be defiant to a Power of which 

he knew so little I He matched his small mind and manner of estimat

ing things with the Illimitable Mind of God, with the Justice of God. 

This forced him to refuse disdainfully all spiritual assistance and 

to take a proud and haughty attitude towards religion. He never 

fully got over this hatred, even though some passages of his Childe 

larold, Don Juan, and Heaven and Earth would lead the unwary reader 

to believe in a contrite Byron.

Byron-exculpates himself from all guilt in the \vords of Cain.

That which I am, I am; I did not seek 
For life, nor did I make myself.10

He must act as he has acted. Since he has no m i l  in doing or not 

doing, no man can blame him. How modern that thought is. 'it is 

the creed of one of our modern philosophers and of a man who re

sembles Byron in his defiance of law and order, Clarence Darrow.

10. Ibid., Act III, scene I
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Even though he sought to undo some of the harm he had 

done to mankind and the Creator of mankind in his tragedy Cain 

by -writing Heaven and Earth, we feel that it would have been 

better if the latter too had never been written« For there again 

he sees the world unfit to live in. It is a place of "diseases, 

sorrow, crime." Instead of love of brother for brother, Byron 

envisages only a "companionship of hate and toil." Even the pagans 

had a happier outlook on life than did Byron with his creed of 

necessity and anarchy.

One may see the warring- elements of his reaction to exile 

in The Two Foscari. The younger Foscari’s great love for Venice 

torments him to such a degree that he returns to his native land 

to torture and imprisonment. Finally, when he is ordered to leave 

and re turn to exile, his heart breaks, This character voices Byron's 

suppressed sentimental love for the country which he thought had 

injured him. m e  other brother denounces in a fiery manner the 

futile cruelty and senseless injustice of his native land. He, 

in turn, shows the proud and silent anarchy of Byron.

According to Byron, this play was a frank expose of the 

tyranny of George the Third and his court of profligates. ,They 

were ohe tyrants and he the noble liberator. They were destroying 

the country and he was attempting to save it. They should have 

-.eon exiled and he should have been allowed to live in peace and 

honor in the country where he had wrecked so many lives and caused
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so much dissatisfaction, to all with whom he came in contact« The 

blindness of this unhappy genius is astounding. It shows only 

too clearly the result of an unbalanced life and perhaps even an 

unbalanced mind. Surely no one' could take him seriously while he 

was in such a mood of folly.

VIII

CONCLUSIONS

Byron wished it to be known that society did not understand 

him,and had made of him a martyr as had religious and political 

persecution in Switzerland made a martyr of Bonivard. Such a pose 

was but a beau geste on Byron's part to win sympathy. He must have 

known by now that his hopes as a leader were no longer bright, that 

his star had set, and that his supposed liberation of the oppressed 

in his native land had become to the thinking men and women but a 

farce. Certainly one could hardly consider him the "Eternal Spirit 

of the chainless Mind I"

It would be idle to vituperate this anarchy of his. It 

vituperates itself. Byron looks out upon the world from his high 

citadel in the Alps and determines on an activity without 'a purpose 

he is discontented with hope of remedy; he looks for answers from 

nature which only the Master of nature can give. Then he concludes 

that man seems to be divorced from his fellow men, or if he is not, 

should be. To remedy this situation he suggests, in fact even
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demands, that society tear itself away from its mooring and follow 

him in his forms of anarchy.

Byron was both an example and a victim of a fantastic 

passion for a liberty which was no liberty. He thought that free

dom could be born from chaos. To accomplish this he attempted in 

the category of his dramas to transform, that is to say, to destroy, 

religion, law, society, and especially morality, that strong foun

dation on which a nation’s stability must rest if the nation is to 

last.

History would have pointed out to Byron the futility of aims 

such as his. But history, as anything else, had to be made sub

servient to his social anarchy. If it did not agree, he had nothing 

to do with it. He chose only those passages of history which

strengthened his revolutionary tendencies. The rest, as far as
/he Tims concerned, was passe.

Freedom to be last’ing must be married to truth in order to 

accomplish good for mankind. History shows that one without the 

other leads only to nullity. In the main Byron’s efforts in a 

political way were null.

This nullity is evident in that long series of Laras, 

Conrads, Manfreds, Harolds, and Den Juans. They glorify the 

revolutionistic commonplace but to no avail. These characters 

lack unity of conviction. Their weakness lies in their variability 

and indecisiveness. Tyrannical and unquestioned sway appear to be 

the secret delight of these men and their author.
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It is hardly unfair to say that Byron could delineate 

only one type of man and woman. The man is proud, moody, cynical, 

and rebellious with defiance on his brow, despair in his heart, a 

despiser of his fellow men, implacable in his revenge, yet capable 

of strong passion when it suited him. The woman is all softness 

and gentleness, loving to be caressed and a slave to the lover’s 

will and desires, and though gentle, capable of being transformed 

by the wrong type of love into a tigress. These were the only- 

types he really knew or wanted to know. They were the only types 

he enjoyed, and he enjoyed them because they justified him in his 

anarchy.

Lord Byron must stand'convicted of the charge that his 

writings have a tendency to undermine, in fact destroy, all respect 

for virtue; that they make all enthusiasm and constancy of affection 

ridiculous; that this is brought about, not only by examples of an 

.enticing and seducing kind, but also by the sustained and unmitigat

ed heartlessness shown by the persons who are to be considered as 

models. He would have us consider their thoughts, words, and actions 

to be the purest and loftiest of conceptions.

His gay voluptuaries are not to be excused on the score of
/

their thoughtlessness and the exuberance of youthful spirit; they 

are not to be considered as disdainers of the virtues. Byron claims 

that they must act that way. When he attempts to unveil the foibles 

and shams of society, he directs his efforts not only against a 

certain class but also against all society, excusing, of course, that
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section of society which conforms to his anarchy.

A worthy excuse cannot be found for him for not turning 

back to the paths of honor and pure affection. Both were offered 

to him but he refused them. Instead he wrote to mock and blaspheme, 

and considered that better than the noble prize offered him.

It must be admitted that in the category of his poetry, he 

fails to distinguish between truth and his obligation of proclaim

ing that truth. Rather he leaves many of his readers under a wrong 

apprehension and would have them convinced of the fact that virtues 

are interfering with men’s liberty and that they are only deceits, 

illusions, mockeries, and follies. Nothing is really good but that 

which satisfies the depraved appetites of man. Man must laugh at 

pure love, patriotism, valor, devotion, constancy, and ambition of 

a proper type. All these are but the means a tyrant has of dominat

ing over the simple minded devotees of law and order. To be happy, 

to assist society, man must see through these shams and thus come 

to liberty. The opiate of religion must be scorned because it 

strives to keep the minds of its followers in subjection. "What a 

prophet Byron would be at some of our universities l And what a hero 

he would be to his fellow spirits now living in Russiaj

Much that Byron wrote has the tendency, even perhaps the 

deliberate tendency, to corrupt the morals and impair the happiness 

of his readers. "Misery loves company."

The point of inconsistency in Byron’s adventure for freedom 

is that he could and did see at times what was good and noble, but
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lacked the fortitude to follow that which m s  test for him. Although 

one feels that Byron had an understanding of the good and noble, yet 

one finds constantly in his writings situations in which virtue is 

violated in a coarse manner and references that lead to the concliision 

that purity and order are something to be shunned by the strong and 

heroic.

It m s  Byron’s delight to know that many of the younger gen

eration of England and Europe were following him in his Casanovan 

escapades. It encouraged him to learn that the young were laughing 

at the thought of self-denial and restraint and that they thought, 

as he did, that liberty and license were the mark of true manhood.

And since he was under the Calvinistic obsession that he was one of 

the massa damnata, he delighted' to know that his leadership m s  

bringing many associates - many other Bon Juans - to the same end.

By his profane debauchery and orgies in his many seraglios, and by
»

his boasting in a shameful manner about these affairs, he shook the 

confidence in virtue. In fact he shook its very foundations, and 

with it the reliance on truth and fidelity.

Authors have attempted to exculpate him, but he stands con

victed on his own exposures. It must be admitted that Byron knew 

very little of the constructive type of criticism. Like Swift he 

stooped to the nasty method of satire when truth confronted him 

with his culpability. Satire is often the refuge of an ungenerous 

and ignoble character.
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That Byron is bent on destroying himself and others is 

evident from the following advice:

Let us have wine and women, mirth and laughter.
Sermons and soda-water the day after.

Man, being reasonable, must get drunk;
The best of life is but intoxication.^

Life to those who followed the above advice would be a fever and a 

torture. None of the above proposals could satisfy for any length 

of time*

Byron, unlike Milton and Shakespeare, has not enriched our 

imagination with ideal scenes of action and passion. The earlier 

poets assisted society to a better plane of thought and action. They 

suggested modes of reform which would open up avenues of thought to 

the betterment of conditions under which men were living. They gave 

men a better understanding of the difficulties, sorrows, perplexities, 

joys, and triumphs of others. Byron did not do this. His writings 

are not the proper inspiration to the young; they are not a solace 

to adult life; and, certainly, they are not a cheerful west window 

to old age. We close his book with a sigh of relief.

The denouement of this rebel poet’s aimless life was enacted 

in the marshes of Missolonghi in Greece, fighting, as he thought,
t

for the preservation of the altars of liberty. He did not go there 

to die, as some believe. I am convinced of the fact that Byron was 

genuinely interested in the Greeks and their fight for freedom from

1. Byron, Don Juan, Canto II, stanzas CLXXVIII-CLHXIZ.
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the Turks. But even in this last and noble attempt, the unfor

tunate nobleman ■was to meet Tilth disappointment. Death robbed him 

of the honor of dying in action. The natural law, which Byron had 

never respected, took its toll and he died of fever in the thirty- 

sixth year of his life.

The authorities at Westminster Abbey refused to allow his

body burial among the revered poets of England. Even in death the

anarchy which he so well loved became his nemesis.

If my fame should be as my fortunes are,
Of hasty growth and blight, and dull oblivion bar 
My name from out the temple where the dead 
Are honored by the nations - let it be - 
And light the laurels on a loftier head i 
And be the Spartan’s epitaph on me - 
’Sparta hath many a worthier son than he,’
Meantime I seek no sympathies, nor need - 
The thorns that I have reaped are of the tree 
I planted, - they have torn me, - and I bleedj 
I should have known what fruit would spring from such a seed.2

2. John Drinkwater, op.cit., 386.
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